Smove - Universal Smoveholder D0E8SNG

Smove is a device used to soften the closing action of any furniture door with concealed hinges. The universal adapter, made of durable plastic, enables Smove to be used with all brands of hinges. This compatibility is ensured by the extra-wide bridge of the adapter.

**D0E8SNG - Smoveholder**

Smove can be used with doors of any dimension. Just one damper is sufficient for doors with up to 3 hinges; it is possible to use more dampers on the same door to increase the decelerating effect.

**D088XSG - 14 mm**

Screw-fix adapter for doors with “R” recess between 0 and 12 mm (full overlay). Smove works properly when it bears against the flange of the hinge. For this reason the appropriate adapter must be selected.

**D088XLG - 20 mm**

Screw-fix adapter for doors with “R” recess between 10 and 16 mm (half overlay). Smove works properly when it bears against the flange of the hinge. For this reason the appropriate adapter must be selected.
Assembly instructions

Place the adapter over one “wing” of the mounting plate. Use the front stop for the correct depth positioning.

Fix the adapter in position using woodscrews.

Insert the Smove piston assembly, sliding it in the direction indicated by the arrow.

It is possible to reduce or increase the decelerating effect by turning the screw indicated.

To remove the Smove piston assembly, insert a screwdriver in the indicated slot and prise it off.
We reserve the right to change technical specifications without notice.
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